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A Beautiful Blonde Is Dead

A beautiful young blonde was dead, and the suspect, my suspect, 
was an African man. I was travelling to Africa in search of his past. 
What I found there would either condemn or save him. As you can 
imagine, my business was urgent.

How many times had I thought of Africa? Not many, I’m afraid. 
Yes, I knew of Africa. After all it was the land of my ancestors; a 
place I vaguely longed for without really wanting to belong to it. I 
might as well say it here: coming from the US there was a part of me 
that had come to believe it was a land of wars, hunger, disease and 
dirt even as my skin pulled me towards it. So how many times had I 
thought of Africa? Not many, not in a real way.

The funny thing though, now that I was actually in a plane on 
my way to Africa I found myself surrounded by whiteness – the 
passengers, the crew and the pilots. It was early May, and I gathered 
from the conversations around me that my fellow passengers were 
business people, tourists and hunters from Texas. The usual, I 
supposed.

I looked outside, watching the full moon hover in the sky beyond 
the tip of the aeroplane wing, childishly imagining it was catching a 
free ride. We travelled for a while like that, the moon surfing on the 
wing, until the pilot warned us, in that proper British accent that we 
have come to associate with efficiency, to prepare for landing.

The moon leapt back into the sky as we pierced the clouds and 
below I saw what looked like an island of lights engulfed by perfect 
darkness. Then we landed and everyone clapped. I was tired and 
a little tipsy from the complimentary Budweisers the crew had 
offered me, and so it was that, a little bit drunk, I took my first steps 
in Africa.

At customs I flashed my passport and my badge. The clerk didn’t 
even give my gun permit a second look, just shook his head and 
said, ‘You Americans, you really love your guns, eh?’ as he waved 
me through.

I didn’t have any luggage other than what I had carried off the 
plane and so soon enough I found myself outside the airport in what 
felt like a market – a wall of people shouting and heckling, selling 
newspapers, phone cards, even boiled eggs. Blackness suddenly 
surrounded me, and coming from plane full of whites I felt relief 
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and panic at the same time – it was as if I was in camouflage, but it 
was very poor camouflage because at six foot three and two hundred 
and twenty pounds I towered over everybody. People here were 
short and spare, and I felt full of useless excess – as if I had extra 
body parts. But it wasn’t the people that stopped me in my tracks, it 
was the heat. The heat made New Orleans on a hot summer day feel 
like spring. Humid, thick and salty to taste, that was Nairobi heat.

A taxi driver dressed in dirty white slacks made a grab at my hand 
luggage. ‘Mzungu, mzungu, good rate for tourist,’ he yelled, but I 
held on to my case.

I didn’t know much Kiswahili but I knew from the guide book 
I had started reading on the plane that he was calling me a white 
man. It was a strange irony that I, an African American, a black 
American, was being called a white man in Africa, but I didn’t make 
much of it, I just laughed and gently pushed him away. I should have 
told him I wasn’t here to see lions and giraffes, I thought as I waded 
through the crowd warding off all sorts of attempts to get me into 
this or that cab until I heard a deep voice calling me: ‘Ishmael!’

Turning to find the voice I came face to face with one of the 
blackest men I had ever seen. I mean, I’m black but this brother 
was so black he looked blue. Standing around six foot, he was, like 
everyone else, on the spare side, but unlike everyone else he was, 
dressed smartly in a brown leather jacket, black corduroys and 
tough-looking leather safari boots.

‘Ishmael, I presume,’ my Kenyan counterpart from the Criminal 
Investigation Department said, bowing slightly before breaking into 
laughter. ‘Stanley to Livingstone…The explorers…They say they 
discovered us, you know.’

‘Yes,’ I said, beginning to see the humour – one black American 
and one African playing explorer.

‘My name is David, David Odhiambo,’ he continued, reaching out 
to shake my hand. ‘My friends and enemies call me O.’

As I shook O’s hand I realised that I could not sense him. Usually 
people trigger something in me – some sort of emotion: fear, 
attraction, warmth – but not O. He was just vaguely familiar. In 
fact, the only thing my senses did tell me was that underneath what 
was unmistakably Brut cologne there was a sharp undercurrent of 
marijuana, which explained his red eyes.

‘Come, let’s get out of this madness…Are you parked?’ he asked as 
he reached for my rucksack.

I looked at him, puzzled.
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He opened up his jacket to reveal one of those old .45s – something 
made long before either of us had been born.

‘If you mean packing, then yes, I am,’ I said, pulling my jacket 
open slightly so that he could see my Glock 17 – light, easy to use 
but deadly nonetheless.

‘Good, otherwise I would have had to find you one of these bad 
babies,’ he said and laughed again. I couldn’t tell whether he was 
trying to sound American or not.

‘Is there some place around here that we can go for a beer and 
talk?’ I asked.

‘Now you’re talking my language, I know just the place for you,’ 
O said as we made our way out to the parking lot and got into a 
beaten-up Land Rover.

We drove for a while without talking. I was tired and excited at the 
same time, but out of the million little curiosities that clouded my 
mind I could think of nothing to ask, so I listened to O as he hummed 
a Kenny Rogers song – ‘The Gambler’ – which he interrupted every 
now and then with curses as we dipped in and out of the potholes 
that littered the road.

Soon up ahead I could see the city. ‘Nairobi?’ I asked, just to make 
conversation.

‘Nairobbery,’ O answered with a laugh. ‘That is what we call it...
but no worries, as long as we are in this,’ he patted the dashboard, 
‘criminals will know not to mess with us.’

For a while I could still see the large island of city lights in front of 
me. Then, suddenly, O veered off the main road and onto a dirt track 
and the city disappeared from view. We travelled on, headlights 
tunnelling through the darkness, the beams glancing off long dry 
grass, short thicket bushes and wild sisal plants. We drove past a 
pineapple plantation and then turned into a short, dirty street that 
ran between two rows of poorly-built wooden houses. Finally, just 
past a shaky wooden billboard with the words ‘You are now leaving 
Pineapple Town’ splashed across it we almost ran into a dilapidated 
bar that proclaimed itself to be The Hilton Hotel.

‘Tomorrow, I will take you to the real Hilton,’ O said as we climbed 
out of the Land Rover and made our way towards the wooden 
structure, ‘but here you get a taste of the real Africa.’

Inside, the bar was lit by kerosene lamps that made it smell 
like a cross between gasoline and burning cloth. In the dull light 
they provided I could see that the walls were covered with fading 
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magazine posters for all sorts of things – Marlboro, Camel Lights, 
Exxon, McDonald’s. The lamps also illuminated the patrons, and I 
quickly realised that The Hilton was full of the living dead – some 
men passed out on the counter, others so drunk that they were 
muttering to themselves without making a sound.

O and I found a table that didn’t have a drunk on it, and the 
bartender – a young woman dressed in a rainbow-coloured wrap – 
came to take our order.

‘Are you hungry?’ O asked.
I nodded and watched as O ordered some beer and two kilos of 

roast meat. There are two things that Kenyan men treasure beyond 
life itself, I was to learn: their Tusker beer and roast meat, nyama 
choma. Tusker moto – hot Tusker – and nyama choma is the fastest 
way to get information, say thank you, make and close a deal, 
express friendship or make peace.

‘Ishmael, welcome to Africa,’ O said as soon as our beers arrived. 
He raised his Tusker for a toast, sipped and leaned back in his chair. 
‘So, tell me, what can I do you for?’

I told him my story.

A young blonde woman was found murdered on the doorstep of 
a black man – an African. Of course it was going to be the story of 
the year.

If I was to give advice to black criminals, I would tell them this: 
do not commit crimes against white people because the state 
will not rest until you are caught. I mean, if a crime is not solved 
within the first 48 hours it has all but officially gone cold. But a 
black-on-white crime does not go cold. A beautiful blonde girl 
is dead and a week later I’m chasing after ghosts in Africa. Had 
it been a black victim I certainly wouldn’t have been racking up 
overtime in Nairobi.

The call came at two in the morning. I jumped out of bed, surprised 
only by the address – 2010 Spaight Avenue, Maple Bluff – and five 
minutes later, dressed in black pants, a white dress shirt and a smart 
black jacket, I was on the road. I combed my hair on my way there 
– siren blaring, doing 90 miles an hour. You don’t show up in Maple 
Bluff looking as if you have just woken up.

By the time I got to the scene the paramedics and cops from the 
Maple Bluff Police Department had already arrived. The residents of 
this little tax haven even had their own police and fire departments. 
No detectives though, and that’s why I’d been called in, most 
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probably on loan. My department makes thousands – and, if lucky, 
I get paid overtime. 

The uniforms were just standing around, watching as the 
paramedics – who had just given up trying to revive the girl – 
returned their equipment to the ambulance. Neighbours, extremely 
white and dressed in those expensive shiny pyjamas, were looking 
on too. I asked them to go back into their homes – we would be 
knocking on their doors soon enough.

The girl was lying on the stairs; her long blonde hair strewn 
around her, the bright porch light beaming down as if she was on 
a theatre stage. She looked to be somewhere between eighteen and 
twenty. Her white shirt had been ripped open – by the paramedics, 
I later learned – exposing a full, braless chest. She was wearing a 
short pleated skirt, like a cheerleader’s, knee-length white socks and 
white tennis shoes.

The first thought that came to mind was how beautiful she was – 
the red polish on her nails was flawless; her hair, though messy from 
the paramedics trying to shock her back to life, was still a glittery 
blonde; her eyes were closed and her face was calm. She didn’t even 
look lifeless; I expected her to get up at any moment for the final 
curtain call.

Stepping back, I asked the uniforms where the owner of the house 
was and they pointed inside. I would have expected him or her to be 
tripping all over the place, trying to help, or be hovering at the door, 
beside themselves with worry. Whoever owned the house obviously 
felt differently.

Walking around the girl, I stepped up onto the porch from the 
side. ‘Home Is Where The Heart’ Is I read as I wiped my shoes on 
the mat and knocked on the door. There was no answer, but the 
door wasn’t locked and so I let myself in.

Inside, the hallway was lit only by the flashing lights of the 
ambulances and police cars standing outside. All my instincts told 
me to draw my gun, so I did, steadying my flashlight in my left hand 
as I walked down a long passageway and into the sitting room.

‘I tell them girl is dead,’ a deep voice said in the dark. ‘Why they 
mistreat her body?’

I whirled around, pointing the flashlight in the direction of the 
voice.

There was a man sitting in a leather lovers’ seat, absently twirling 
an empty wine glass by its stem, and as I watched he reached over 
and turned on a table lamp by his side. In the sudden brightness 
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I saw that he was immaculately dressed – a black-and-white 
pinstriped suit and a thin red tie, expensive brown patent leather 
shoes without socks.

‘You found her?’ I asked him, but it was more of a statement.
‘Yes, I find her like that. I was out with friends for cock-tails…

Sammy’s Lounge.’
As I put my gun away the man stood up – he was black, very tall, 

much taller than me, and so thin that his head seemed to be growing 
from his shoulders. He stretched out a bony hand that seemed to 
grow from the suit and grasped mine firmly.

‘Their names?’
He gave me four names – I could look them up at the university, 

he said. They would vouch for him. He was very composed, no 
bulging carotid, shifty eyes or sweaty palms. None of the telltales 
that we are trained to look for.

‘And what time did you leave Sammy’s Lounge?’
‘About twelve-thirty. I walk. I like walk…to wash whiskey out of 

my blood. Half an hour. Maybe more, maybe less, I get here. I call 
911 when I find her.’

‘Did you use your cellphone?’
He handed it over to me. He had called the police at 1:30. I pointed 

it out to him but he just shrugged.
‘Your accent…Where are you from?’ I asked.
‘My friend, everyone has accent…mine just mean I speak two 

languages, French and Kinyarwanda. I am from Rwanda...and 
Kenya. My name is Joshua Hakizimana. And yours, Detective?’

‘You can call me Ishmael...born and bred here in Madison, 
Wisconsin,’ I replied, feeling very much like the village idiot in the 
face of his class and poise.

‘Very, very sorry to hear that,’ he said with a short laugh and 
pointed to a chair for me to sit. ‘I teach at university. I am teacher of 
Genocide and also Testimony. You know what happen in…?’

‘Was she one of your students?’ I interrupted. I didn’t need a 
history lesson.

‘No, never seen her. Not type that take my class.’ He sounded 
dismissive.

‘What type is that?’
‘Bohemians and Peace Corps types…What you Americans call 

“trust fund babies”, no?’ He broke into a short laugh.
Except for his unsettling calmness there was nothing to arouse 

suspicion. Whatever clues there were would be with the girl. Only an 
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autopsy would tell us about her last hours. After that we would have 
to interview the neighbours, trawl the local bars for someone who 
might remember her, go through the last six or so years of university 
enrolments and missing persons files and hope we got a lucky break.

I asked Joshua if I could look around and he agreed. I left him 
and wandered off by myself, switching on the lights as I went. The 
place was huge but it was the bedroom that interested me. Perhaps 
this whole mess was just a lover’s quarrel gone too far – sometimes 
things are that simple. She was a student of his and wanted to break 
it off. Or he wanted to break it off and she had threatened to expose 
him to the university authorities.

I finally found it. There was only a huge bed, immaculately made 
up, and a nightstand with nothing on it except a lamp. I opened the 
closet and found rows and rows of suits, each ready with a black 
shirt and matching shoes beneath it. In the adjoining bathroom 
there was a single toothbrush on the sink next to a tube of organic 
toothpaste. The medicine cabinet was empty. It didn’t look like I was 
going to find anything useful, so I went back downstairs to find him 
sitting in the same position, with his wine glass now half full.

I pointed to his shoes and asked about the socks.
‘Sometimes I forget myself. Absent-minded professor, no?’ he said 

with mock sadness as he stood up to walk me to the door.
‘How did you know the girl was dead?’ I asked as I gave him my 

card.
‘Detective, where I come from death is a companion, like lover or 

good friend. Always there,’ he said as I stepped outside.
‘We found this over there,’ one of the MBPD cops said to me, 

pointing to the fence as I made my way off the porch. It was a needle, 
half full of what I knew to be heroin.

I looked closely at the girl’s arms and easily found the single needle 
mark, slightly bloody. On the face of it, it looked like an overdose 
or a suicide but not a murder. This was Maple Bluff after all – a 
cat up the tree, stolen stop signs, an occasional drunk and unruly 
grandmother visiting from up-country perhaps, but not murder.

There was nothing more for me to do that night, so I went home 
to write up my report. Thank God for technology – I could do it all 
online with a cold beer and slice of pizza. Back in the day, I would’ve 
been up to my neck in paperwork.

But as I was typing, little details began to bother me. The walls 
of the house, for example, had been empty – no paintings, no 
photographs. It had been like being in one huge hotel room, 
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impersonal yet inhabited. How could he live in that house without 
leaving a trace of himself? But that wasn’t a crime, I told myself. 
And perhaps the house wasn’t home for him; perhaps somewhere 
in Africa was a house full of photos of a smiling wife, kids and a 
little dog called Simba that only ate crocodile meat. But even if that 
was the case, how could a college professor afford a home in Maple 
Bluff? The taxes alone were enough to feed and clothe a family of 
six. Something didn’t add up – a beautiful blonde girl was dead on 
the doorstep of an African professor. A suicide or an accidental 
overdose on a stranger’s front porch? No, it was too random to 
be random. And I’ve seen some fucked up shit. Like this guy who 
killed a man as he fetched his morning Wisconsin State Journal and 
left a note on him:
A Stranger Kills A Stranger. Once. 
You Will Never Catch Me. Signed, 

Random.

With today’s forensics, as long as the victim has even the slightest 
connection to the killer, sooner or later we will get the fucker. But 
the Random Killer case was different – the victim and the killer 
were strangers connected only by a theory we barely understood.

To cut a long story short, the killer made one mistake – he had 
left a partial thumbprint on the note. Five years later a fire in a 
hotel basement was put out without much damage, but because we 
suspected arson we fingerprinted all the hotel guests and employees 
and cross-checked the fingerprints against our database. We didn’t 
catch the arsonist but it turned out that our Random Killer had been 
holed up in the hotel doing all sorts of things with a hooker. Nothing 
much to him in the end; just a local pharmacist with a loving wife 
and kids.

When he was brought in I looked him straight in the eye and 
told him that he had fucked up. A perfect crime has no motive. 
And if there is no motive, then there’s no crime. But he just looked 
up at me with pity in his eyes. ‘You are a fool,’ he said. ‘Did it not 
occur to you, Detective, that I was trying to prove that chance is 
not random?’

I don’t know what the hell he meant by that – and he refused to say 
another word to me, to his lawyers or to his kids and wife – but this 
much I did know: there had to be a connection between the white 
girl and the African professor. Once I found it, I would be closer to 
understanding what had happened.
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I was tired as hell but I woke up early that morning to go see the 
coroner.

‘Always stuck with the real pretty ones, ain’t we, Ishmael?’ Bill 
Quella – BQ for short – said as he pulled the girl out of storage.
His Southern twang, sing-songy and a little high-pitched for a man, 
echoed off the tiles.

‘Unlucky in life, lucky in death, I guess,’ I answered.
BQ laughed a nervous squeal of a laugh. He, like everybody else 

I worked with, knew my wife had left me. What they didn’t know 
was that she had left me because I was a cop. At least that is what 
she’d said. I didn’t understand. How could I be a traitor to my race 
when I was protecting it? But then there were lots of things I didn’t 
understand about that time in my life, like how you could ask a man 
to choose between his life’s work and love?

‘Do you want to know what she chowed down before she met her 
untimely death?’ BQ asked, pulling back the sheet to reveal the girl. 

The glow she’d had was gone. With cross-stitched sutures running 
along her chest, across her belly and below her hairline – where BQ 
had cracked her open – she looked like a white leather mannequin. 
By the time BQ had finished with them the dead always looked like 
the dead. 

‘Spare me the details…’ I grumbled, ‘just get to it.’ 
‘Well, Detective Ishmael, you sure gonna love this. It was murder 

made to look like an overdose.’ 
BQ paused for dramatic effect, but I wasn’t biting. ‘How do you 

know?’ I asked, careful to keep the surprise out of my voice. 
‘Real easy…For a start the heroin was injected into her arm after 

she was long gone. Exhibit A: no trace of it in her blood. And B: see 
this…’ He pointed to her arm. ‘This is the only needle mark on her 
whole precious body. She was no addict.’ 

More questions than answers. ‘How did she die then?’ 
‘She was asphyxiated. A pillow over her head I would guess. . .’ he 

said. ‘She died from oxygen deprivation. Poor thing was murdered.’ 
‘What time?’ 

‘My guess? Somewhere between 11 pm and 1 am.’ BQ paused. 
‘Look here, Detective, I might be going off half-cocked, but whoever 
killed her didn’t want to destroy her. My guess is it was someone 
who knew her well, someone who might even have loved her. . .’

I made it to the Madison Police Station around 9 am to find it 
in chaos. Someone had called the press – someone always calls the 
press – and they had set up camp on the steps, pulling in dozens of 
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civilians, all of them struggling to see what was going on. We should 
have been better prepared. We should have had some kind of media 
strategy. But instead, as I pushed through the crowd, I saw the 
Police Chief Jackson Jordan, standing in the eye of the storm, trying 
to calm everyone down. He would hold a press conference with the 
Mayor as soon as they had more information, he was telling the 
assembled throng.

Luckily the press didn’t know I was the lead detective and I made 
it to the Chief ’s office relatively unscathed. He came in shortly after, 
huffing and puffing, calling the press all sorts of names. I knew 
what the problem was. Jackson Jordan was the black police chief 
of a mostly white police force in a mostly white town. The victim 
was a young white woman and the main suspect, even though not 
officially, was a black man. There would be the facts of the case and 
the politics of the case, and the two never mix well. None of this was 
said between us, we just understood it.

Jackson Jordan had been elected because he was tough on crime. 
That is, he was tough on black crime. I respected the Chief well enough 
to work under him, but it wasn’t always easy. He was liable to pander 
to politics, and I always followed the evidence to wherever it led – the 
cat selling two rocks by the corner liquor store or to the mayor or the 
governor himself. But like I said, I liked him well enough, and at the 
end of the day we all had a grudging respect for him.

‘Chief, I’m working this case alone,’ I said.
My partner, a white guy, had just retired and I knew where this 

was going – a white partner for the nigger cop to make everyone 
feel safe. But I wasn’t going to have it. If I was going to get a partner, 
I wanted one for the right reasons, not to balance the racial math.

‘Who’s the girl?’ the Chief asked, ignoring my statement.
As I didn’t know I gave him BQ’s report instead. He sank into his 

chair and ran his hand over his balding head. Now in his 50s, the 
Chief was the kind of fat that cops get when they spend too much 
time behind the desk – not an obese fat, just a lazy roundness that 
seems unbecoming for a police officer.

‘Tell me about the African…’ the Chief said.
There was nothing much to tell beyond the bare facts. Joshua had 

told me that he had found her on his doorstep, dead. He had an 
alibi and his place was clean; no signs of a struggle inside or outside. 
There had been no visible scratches or marks on him. And he hadn’t 
given himself away with any of the usual telltales. The body seemed 
to have literally fallen on his doorstep.
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‘Did you tear the place apart?’ the Chief asked.
I hadn’t. My first instinct was that whatever had happened hadn’t 

happened in Joshua’s house – I had been convinced of it and BQ’s 
estimated time of death had pretty much confirmed my suspicions. 
I tried to explain but the Chief said he would send forensics in 
anyway. ‘A fucking murder,’ he muttered under his breath. ‘Just what 
I need…’ He paused. ‘Listen, this African of yours is some sort of 
hero back in his country.’

He handed me a folder from his desk. It contained newspaper and 
magazine articles about the African taken from the Internet. He 
was indeed a hero. There were many articles about him. There were 
photos of him with Bill Clinton, Nelson Mandela and even the Dalai 
Lama. He had even received a humanitarian award from Bill Gates. 
There were photos of him surrounded by kids, holding larger-than-
life cheques in the thousands of dollars made out to something called 
the Never Again Foundation. I had heard of it before, Hollywood 
types were always appearing on TV appealing for donations, ending 
their spiel with the now famous catchphrase, ‘Not on my watch!’ 
It wasn’t clear from the cuttings what Joshua’s relationship to the 
Foundation was – in some he was named as a founder, in others as 
a past chairman – but whatever it was it seemed like the man was 
at the centre of every good deed. And every do-gooder wanted a 
photo with him.

Initially, I was a little bitter – cops die every day without as much 
as a nod from the powers that be – but reading on I saw that he 
had earned every accolade he had received. A former headmaster, 
he had turned his deserted school into a safe haven during the 
Rwandan genocide. Revered by the genocidaires, who were his 
former students, he had persuaded them to leave him and the school 
alone, an Island of Sanity In a Sea of Blood, one headline screamed. 
He gave sanctuary to thousands, many of whom he managed to 
smuggle over the border one way or another. But at the height of the 
genocide his former students had surrounded the school and told 
him, ‘No more in; no more out.’ After this those who tried to make 
it in were massacred.

This is where his story became even more remarkable. During 
the siege he was only allowed to drive in and out with a driver and 
a bodyguard, but this didn’t stop him. He ferried out two refugees 
at a time – disguised as his driver and bodyguard – and smuggled 
them over the border to camps in Tanzania and Kenya. On his 
way back to the school he would then pick up two more of those 
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trying to escape the violence and dress them up as his driver and 
bodyguard.

What a story!
Now I could see why he was so calm in the face of the white girl’s 

death. It must have taken nerves of steel to pull the same trick over 
and over again, risking not only his own life but also the lives of 
all those inside the school. He hadn’t been exaggerating. He had 
lived with death, and a dead white girl on his doorstep was just 
one more dead amongst a million. Only the living would interest 
a man like him.

‘You can find all that stuff online, but take the file,’ the Chief said 
as we both stood up. ‘Ishmael, we’ve been at this for a long time now, 
what does your gut tell you?’ he asked.

In our world, this is not a light question. On the surface it meant 
we had nothing much to go by, but underneath it meant that he was 
prepared to stick his neck out on my say. It’s a rare question.

‘He may be a hero somewhere in Africa, but he’s mixed up in this 
shit somehow,’ I said, remembering how I had drawn my gun – that 
was my gut speaking. ‘It’s simple, Chief, when was the last time a 
body landed on your doorstep from nowhere?’

‘We have to get the son of a bitch who did this. You hear me?’ he 
said fiercely. ‘This is more than the department looking bad.’

I understood him. If we solved what was going to be a high-profile 
case, it would open more doors for black people in the force. And 
if we fucked up, doors would close. It didn’t make things any easier.

Just as I stepped outside the Chief ’s door my cellphone rang. It 
was my contact at The Madison Times, a small ragtag tabloid that 
everybody read. If they want to leak something, most cops go to 
the big papers, but over the years I had learned that criminals, 
accomplices and those that wish them ill don’t read The New York 
Times. If you want to get something back from your leak, get it to 
the small papers. So I was glad it was Monique Shantell, or Mo as 
she preferred to be called, on the phone.

‘Hey, Ishmael, you got something for me?’ She sounded all sorts 
of sexy.

‘Are you outside with the rest of them?’ I asked.
‘You know me, baby, I don’t swim with the sharks. You must be 

ready for breakfast. Meet me at the usual place.’
The press looked up as I walked down the steps and convulsed 

towards me, realised I was not the Chief and went back to their 
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chatter. For them, there were only two kinds of black people in the 
police station – those in handcuffs and the Chief.

I found Mo in my favourite little coffee shop, a few blocks from 
the station. I was a regular because they made the best coffee in 
Madison – milk, coffee, water and sugar boiled together for hours 
on end. Mo was beautiful and she knew it. She would never date 
me for the same reason that my wife had left me – I was a black cop 
and I sometimes arrested black people: I was a traitor to my race. At 
least that’s what I told myself. I didn’t like the alternative: that she 
just wasn’t attracted to me.

‘The shit will hit the fan with this one,’ Mo said after I had given 
her a copy of the girl’s Polaroid and a random story from the file the 
Chief had given me.

‘Yeah, but you don’t mind being in the trenches. Wear them boots,’ 
I teased her.

‘You know something? It makes sense that he would kill her and 
leave her body right there,’ she said with conviction.

‘Why?’ I asked. She had my attention.
‘You’re the detective, you tell me,’ she said and laughed. ‘Gotta 

run, babe, story to write, Pulitzer to win.’ She stood up, leaned over 
and kissed me lightly on my mouth. That’s how she kept my hopes 
alive. I didn’t mind.

I stared at my coffee thinking about the legwork in front of me. 
Jesus, don’t I hate it, but the devil is in the details as they say. So 
I went to the university and talked with Joshua’s alibis – they had 
parted ways somewhere between half past twelve and 1 am. The 
cops going through registration records had found nothing. The 
neighbours had seen nothing. No, there was nothing out of the 
ordinary about him. I went to motels around Madison: nothing. 
Missing person’s files: nothing.

In the meantime the forensic search of Joshua’s house had also 
produced nothing – and they had torn the place apart, even 
stripped his car. The Chief had then pulled Joshua’s phone, credit 
card, and bank records, but even this move had failed to deliver 
any new information. Not only did the girl not exist, there was 
absolutely nothing to tie her to Joshua except that we had found her 
dead on his doorstep. By the end of that day, my only hope was that 
Mo’s story would reveal a grieving parent, a sibling, a lover, or just 
someone who had served her some coffee – anyone who had seen 
her before she died.

Mo’s story broke the following day, but it didn’t bring us any new 
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information. Instead it made race relations in the city much worse. 
Just the week before some Hmong guy had shot five white hunters, 
picking them off one by one. Afterwards he had said that they fired 
at him first, but how do you shoot five armed men in self-defence?

The Hmong guy was an immigrant, and here was another killing by 
an immigrant. It didn’t matter that this immigrant was a hero, who 
had saved hundreds from death during a genocide. The KKK, led by 
a nasty-looking little man called James Wellstone, began mobilising 
its members from outlying farming towns to march across Madison 
and, according to their more radical members, lynch him. I had 
knocked some respect into James a couple of years earlier when he 
had come into my office yelling ‘niggers this, niggers that’ after a 
white kid – a prep boy who loved his weed – had been beaten up 
in Allied Drive. And so when he came to the station to get a rally 
permit I did my best to talk him out of doing something stupid, but 
I knew that the best I could hope for was an uneasy peace.

Meanwhile, as I had expected, CNN, The New York Times talk TV 
and radio shows had picked up Mo’s story – the same police sketch 
being shown over and over again. In a few short hours the girl had 
come to represent all that had gone wrong in America. The whites 
felt they were under siege; the black folk felt that white justice was 
going too far in incriminating Joshua.

To make it worse, the mayor and governor were coming down 
hard on the Chief, but not so hard as to rally the blacks against 
them. Politicians are masters of double speak. If the mayor says that 
he ‘trusts the Chief of Police will do all in his power to ensure that 
the right thing is done’, to the whites it means that the Chief won’t 
hesitate to hang a fellow black man if it comes down to it. To the 
blacks it means: don’t forget who owns the police.

As the second day came to an end I still had nothing, not even her 
name. It’s not that we hadn’t tried everything. By that evening her 
clothes, her nail polish, her stomach contents – you name it – had 
gone through forensics. We had even managed to trace the trash from 
Maple Bluff to the dumping grounds and rummaged through it.

Only two days had gone by yet the dance was in full motion. The 
black leaders – the Jesse Jackson-Al Sharpton-types – had crawled 
out of the woodwork for another fifteen minutes of fame, rallying 
around Joshua and calling him ‘the Black Schindler’. The Mayor 
and Governor were guaranteeing results – hoping for a lifetime of 
white votes. Even the KKK had new recruits. Only one thing would 
remain unchanged – the white trailers, the black ghettoes and the 
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cops holding down the lid so that nothing spilled into Maple Bluff.
I was getting angry and had to remind myself to stay focused. This 

was my job. My training and all my other cases had led me here; I 
would follow this path to wherever it led me. My reason was simple 
but immutable: it was wrong that someone had killed her and even 
more wrong for the killer to go free. My allegiance was to the dead 
white girl.

At eight o’clock that evening with nothing more to do, I decided 
to pay Joshua a visit. He was under heavy police protection, and 
I had to show my badge several times before finally knocking on 
his door. There was a uniform inside and he let me in, but to my 
surprise, I didn’t find the same Joshua I had met just two nights 
earlier.

‘I survived! I will not die here!’ He was pacing up and down in his 
silk pyjamas, clearly agitated, in his hand a nearly empty bottle of 
red wine. He looked much thinner and much taller. ‘Never again,’ 
he said. ‘Never again.’

He must have known that the MBPD cops were there to protect 
him from being lynched – he wasn’t under arrest – but it didn’t seem 
to matter to him. He had gone somewhere inside his own head, 
somewhere where what was happening around him made a different 
kind of sense, and when he looked at me it was without any sign of 
recognition. In fact, it was only once he had emptied the bottle of 
wine, and sent the cop to the wine cellar with the order ‘Any year will 
do’, that he looked at me like he knew who I was – ‘Sit,’ he commanded. 
I sat. ‘We shall drink any year, all year and celebrate America, eh?’ he 
asked sarcastically. ‘You, I answer all your question with no warrant, 
eh? Why you send police to search my home?’ But before I could 
answer he said, to no one in particular, ‘But I understand. You similar, 
like all of them…You only follow order, no?’

His accent was heavier than it had been when we had first met. 
Just how much wine had he had? I wondered as the cop, a bit winded 
by the stairs, returned with a bottle. Joshua took it and expertly 
knocked the neck against the edge of the table so that it broke off 
cleanly, then he poured himself a full glass.

‘And my guest?’ he asked the cop, who went to the kitchen and 
came back with another wine glass. ‘Good day when whites serve 
blacks, no?’ he said with a mean laugh as the cop, red in the face, 
returned.

As Joshua poured me a full glass I decided that I would follow 
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his lead, treading carefully. He was drunk, not stupid. He needed to 
talk. I would listen.

‘Ishmael, you know what it mean to die?’ he asked.
I shook my head.
‘It mean nothing. Nothing unless you live. Paradox. Survivor like 

me know death. You ever kill, Ishmael?’ he asked.
‘Yes,’ I answered truthfully. But this was Madison – so not often. 

And the few times that I had shot anyone, I had ended up throwing 
up. I had come to understand it was to purge myself. Not that I 
slept any better for it. ‘And you, Joshua, have you ever taken a life?’ 
I asked him.

‘Genocide, no game.’ He wagged a long finger from side to side. 
‘No hide and seek, no police and robbers. I…I traded lives, Ishmael. 
Now tell no lie, eh? You ever save one life, two life, three life, hundred 
of life, more than a thousand life?’ He looked at me and laughed.

‘No,’ I said. 
‘When you deal big, you trade big. You read me? I big hero, no?’ 
‘Yes,’ I said. 
‘A million dead. You compare that to thousand I save. I trade 

losing hand, no?’ 
‘Look, man, we do what we can. You were only one man. Without 

you it would have been a million plus one thousand. We do what we 
can. I do what I can. The girl is dead, but I would rather have saved 
her than catch the killer,’ I said earnestly.

‘You speak like friend to me. But no, man, you trade small; a life 
here, a life there. When you trade big, you lose big. No winner.’ He 
paused and looked at me, and for a moment his eyes were sober. 
‘Detective Ishmael, why you here?’

I thought I could see an opening. ‘Why was there a dead white girl 
outside your house?’ I asked.

‘We are here. Me and you. Man to man. Ask what you want, no? 
Tomorrow, who remember?’ I heard the cop in the room shuffle his 
feet uncomfortably.

‘Did you kill the girl?’ I asked, my heart racing. Any confession 
he gave would be thrown out of court – the suspect was shit-faced 
– but at least I would know, and once I knew I could work my way 
backwards.

‘Wrong question. Start from beginning,’ he said with laugher in 
his voice, as if he could sense my desperation.

It was too late to do anything else, so I went on the offensive. ‘Look 
here, Joshua, you might be some sort of hero, but in this country 
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they won’t think twice about taking your life for the girl’s,’ I said, 
trying to sound sincere. ‘You’re a nigger here, like me or the guy 
they shot 41 times in New York.’ 

It still made me angry to think about it, damn it. A black undercover 
agent shot dead by two white cops; how does one explain that? 

‘But, I never meet her,’ Joshua continued. ‘Why kill somebody I 
never meet?’ He shrugged his shoulders. ‘Ishmael, let me tell you 
something. You say me and you niggers, but you do not know 
what you say. You want African and you to be nigger? You desire 
brotherhood of pain?’ he asked, his voice full of concern.

‘What are you talking about, Joshua?’ I asked him.
‘I show you what I mean,’ he announced, standing up and suddenly 

stomping his naked foot onto the broken neck of the wine bottle. He 
trembled in pain, then, reaching down, he pulled the neck from his 
foot. Blood gushed out, and he threw the bloody shard towards me.

‘You desire brotherhood of pain…? Now you do it,’ he yelled.
I stared back at him calmly. This was a test of will. I knew playing 

along would not earn his respect but neither would walking away.
‘Now that was foolish,’ I finally said. 
‘Ishmael! Your turn!’ he commanded. 
‘If you want to torture me, play me some of that African music,’ I 

said as calmly as I could and reached out to pour myself some more 
wine from the neckless bottle.

Joshua smiled. ‘I like you, Ishmael’, he said.
Hobbling over to his entertainment centre, trailing blood across 

the floor, Joshua pulled out a turntable and put on some reggae. 
‘Alpha Blondie,’ he explained.

I didn’t wait for the first song to end before I chugged my wine and 
headed to the door. ‘No ambulances, too much press out there, just 
get your kit,’ I instructed the pillar of a cop as I got to him.

‘And another bottle,’ Joshua yelled above the music.
Walking down his driveway to my car I thought there were two 

possibilities. Either Joshua was lying and he had killed the girl or 
he really didn’t know her and she was a message, a conversation 
between him and God knew whom. But I was convinced that he was 
part of the puzzle, if not the solution.

I made it back home in time for some late night TV. As I sat in my 
lounge I wondered what it means for an African to meet an African 
American. Joshua was the first African I had really interacted with. 
Sad to say, but that was the truth – most come to Madison for school 
and leave as soon as they’re done. And those who stay are looking 
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for the American dream – and part of achieving that is staying away 
from us. 

Well, Joshua was my suspect. In another world, where the girl 
didn’t exist, we probably wouldn’t have met – me a struggling black 
cop and he an African hero. No point thinking about it, I told myself 
as I opened a cold Bud.

I was just about to open my second can of beer when my cellphone 
rang. ‘Is this Detective Ishmael?’ a voice with a heavy accent asked.

‘Yes, that’s me,’ I answered and quickly looked for the caller’s 
number. Unknown. It must have been an international number.

‘If you want the truth, you must go to its source. The truth is in the 
past. Come to Nairobi.’ And with that the person on the other end 
of the line hung up.

Almost immediately the phone rang again. ‘Who is this?’ I asked 
hurriedly.

‘I see you got the call.’ It was Mo. ‘What did he want?’ 
‘He wants me to go Africa.’ 
‘Where?’ 
‘Africa, goddamn it, fucking Africa…’ I said, getting angry with 

Mo for no good reason. 
‘You gotta go,’ she said. ‘Babe, you have to.’ 
I wanted to see her. I asked if I could come over but she said no. 
‘Keep ’em coming, all right, baby?’ she said and then she hung up. 

I opened my beer. I finally had a lead. But what the hell? I didn’t 
want to chase this thing all the way back to Africa. Where would 
I even start? But thinking back over the last two days, the call was 
only confirming what I had known instinctively: that somehow, 
Joshua was in the middle of it.

‘All that was last week,’ I told O. ‘I had to plead with the Chief 
to give me two weeks. After two weeks I told him that he could 
throw me to the wolves if I didn’t have something for him. No one 
besides you, your Chief and mine knows I’m here. If the press in the 
United States finds out that the lead investigator is chasing ghosts in 
Africa, it’s off with our heads. So, O, that’s how come I’m sitting with 
you here drinking Tusker beer and eating nyama choma instead of 
solving my case.’

‘Damn, Ishmael!’ O whistled through his teeth. ‘What a story, 
what a story. So you are here because of a single telephone call? The 
suspect and the victim are back in your country and you are here? 
And you do not even know who called your ass?’
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I couldn’t help laughing with him at the absurdity of the situation.
‘It is crazy but somehow it makes sense,’ O finally said. ‘But tonight 

we drink, eat and make merry for tomorrow we die . . . Cheers!’
And suddenly, for the night, we were just two cops working a case 

that was bigger than us, sharing one, two, many beers. Sometimes 
it’s good to take a day off so that you can start the next day with 
fresh eyes.

It had taken about two hours to fill O in. Soon after I had finished 
my story a man walked into the bar carrying a guitar. He and the 
bartender yelled back and forth for a while. He had been supposed 
to come at ten, O explained, for ‘one man guitar’. I was very tired, 
ready for sleep, but I didn’t want to leave before hearing some music.

As the man finally made his way to the stage I noticed that I was 
breathing hard and that my hands had balled themselves into fists. I 
felt incredibly anxious, as if my life depended on the music that this 
man would play – it was as if I was on the verge of a panic attack. 
Then, without any introduction or fanfare, the man looked straight 
at me and said in halting English, ‘This, for my black brother. 
Remember black brother, tip bartender and I well.’

His small speech over he started tapping the guitar with his hands 
so that the sound came at the tail of his laughter. He sounded like a 
one-man drum machine. And then he stopped, so that the silence 
in the bar almost became a song – the soft mutterings of the drunks, 
the hot wind blowing through the doorway, the sound of teeth 
tearing meat from bones and the clatter of glasses and bottles. I felt 
like I was being lifted out of myself, but before I was completely 
gone sounds that were half blues and half something else brought 
me back. His hands were a blur, his feet furiously tapping dust high 
into the air as the yellowish light from the kerosene lamp bathed 
him in a golden glow.

The bartender walked over and stood in front of the guitar player. 
She started moving slowly – so slowly that she seemed to be pulling 
against the furious rhythm, a tug of war that she was slowly losing 
so that her hips and arms flailed faster and faster until it looked like 
she was being jerked around by the music. Then, just when it started 
looking painful, the guitar slowed down to a familiar blues melody 
– one note at a time, one tap at a time. It was the guitar pulling 
her back to earth as she slowly gyrated to the ground. Then, just as 
suddenly as it had begun, the song ended and the bartender clapped 
her hands and went back to the bar as if nothing had happened.

I started choking, having hardly breathed throughout the 
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performance, but O seemed not to have noticed anything. I felt 
exhausted. I had been to a place within myself that I didn’t know 
existed, a place that was beautiful and terrifying. The music had 
briefly awoken something in me – a rage or a healing. It was as if I 
had taken a hit of acid. Perhaps the beers and long plane ride, the 
jet lag and the exhaustion of the last few days had come to a head.

‘Buy him a Tusker,’ O said as he pushed a five hundred shilling 
note into my hand, ‘if you liked the music, that is.’

‘I’ll pay you back when I change some money,’ I said, but he simply 
waved me on drunkenly.

‘Tonight no need for a hotel. Just crash at my place.’ He took a 
photograph out of his wallet. ‘Detective Ishmael, meet my wife,’ he 
announced.

It was a rough photograph and I couldn’t make out her features 
beyond a small Afro. ‘She’s beautiful,’ I said.

I waved the bartender over and gave her the money, gesturing a 
beer for her and the guitarist. ‘Ten Tuskers?’ she asked, lifting up 
ten fingers.

I laughed. ‘Why not?’
As we were leaving, she was piling the bottles at the guitarist’s feet. 

‘Goodbye, my black brother,’ the guitarist said, with a deep laugh, 
nodding his head back and forth to the music he was playing.

I waved. ‘Goodbye, black brother,’ I repeated.
Neither a tourist nor a visitor, but a a black American detective in 

search of the truth. I knew I was about to enter Africa’s underbelly. 
If lucky, I would see some beauty as well. But as we left The Hilton 
Hotel Bar I knew I was not going to see Africa like some tourist 
staring at animals through a pair of binoculars.


